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The mammalian gut is a dynamic community of symbiotic microbes that interact with the host to impact health, disease, and
metabolism. We constructed engineered bacteria that survive in
the mammalian gut and sense, remember, and report on their experiences. Based on previous genetic memory systems, we constructed a two-part system with a “trigger element” in which the
lambda Cro gene is transcribed from a tetracycline-inducible promoter, and a “memory element” derived from the cI/Cro region of
phage lambda. The memory element has an extremely stable cI
state and a Cro state that is stable for many cell divisions. When
Escherichia coli bearing the memory system are administered to
mice treated with anhydrotetracycline, the recovered bacteria all
have switched to the Cro state, whereas those administered to
untreated mice remain in the cI state. The trigger and memory elements were transferred from E. coli K12 to a newly isolated murine
E. coli strain; the stability and switching properties of the memory
element were essentially identical in vitro and during passage
through mice, but the engineered murine E. coli was more stably
established in the mouse gut. This work lays a foundation for the
use of synthetic genetic circuits as monitoring systems in complex,
ill-defined environments, and may lead to the development of
living diagnostics and therapeutics.
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he gut microbiota interacts closely with the host, impacting
health, disease, and metabolism. Changes in its behavior can
lead to liver disease, inflammatory/autoimmune disease, transfer
of antibiotic resistance, obesity and diabetes, inflammatory bowel
disease, pathogenic infections, and cancer (1–3). Our ability to
nondestructively interrogate the gut is limited. Recent synthetic
biology efforts have yielded a number of genetic circuits that can
sense and remember environmental stimuli (4–11). These synthetic
circuits stand ready for practical applications and have begun to be
used as such.
One class of artificial gene-based memory systems uses bistable transcriptional switches to record transient environmental
signals transmitted either directly through one of the transcription factors in the switch or indirectly through a distinct trigger
element (12–16). Such memory devices may be used as sophisticated reporters to record a biological event in an organism and
interrogate the system at a later time. For example, O’Gorman
et al. (17) developed a system with a trigger element expressing
a flippase (FLP) recombinase and a memory element in which
recombination between a pair of FLP sites led to excision of a
gene-disrupting element and expression of β-galactosidase gene
(lacZ). Developmental biologists subsequently used such triggermemory systems to mark cells at early times in development, followed by later examination and inference about the fate of cells that
had activated a certain promoter at an earlier time (18, 19). More
recently, Endy and colleagues characterized reversible DNA rearrangement systems based on inversion rather than deletion; such
systems could be used for more complex calculators (20).
Purely transcription-based bistable memory systems have also
been constructed. Gardner et al. (14) generated a “toggle switch”
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in which the lac repressor (lacI-) and tetR-encoded repressors
inhibit the synthesis of the other protein, such that the system
exists in two stable states that can be interchanged by environmental exposure to either isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside or
tetracycline. Ajo-Franklin et al. (21) developed a more general
system in which a formally identified trigger element was separated
from a bistable transcriptional memory element in yeast; in this
way, a wide variety of input signals can be recorded using a single
memory element with diverse trigger promoters. Burrill et al. (4)
used this type of memory system to characterize gene-expression
profiles in cells that responded differentially to a uniform exposure to DNA damaging agents. Thus, memory devices can be
used in laboratory applications under controlled conditions.
Microbes carrying memory elements have potential for broad
use as nondestructive environmental sensing systems. To realize
this potential, such memory systems will need to be able to function
in real-world environments beyond the controlled conditions of
a laboratory. Thus, a memory device must be stable in either of
two states for long periods of time, even in the presence of basal
expression from a trigger element. DNA rearrangement systems
may undergo an uninduced change of state resulting from leaky
expression of a trigger element if the chances of such rearrangement increase linearly with expression levels. This change is a
particular risk in microbes where basal trigger expression levels
may be noisy, as opposed to developing animals where the highly
cooperative nature of repressed chromatin makes it easy to achieve tight OFF states. Finally, the memory system should have no
deleterious fitness effects, so the cost of gene expression should be
very low.
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Here, we show that Escherichia coli engineered with a synthetic memory system based on the phage lambda cI/Cro genetic
switch can sense and record antibiotic exposure during passage
through the mouse gut. This work lays the foundation for the use
of synthetic genetic circuits in living diagnostics.
Results
To engineer a bacterium to record an environmental signal in the
mammalian gut, we set the following design specifications: (i)
the initial “nonmemory” state should be highly stable, only failing as a result of mutation of the system; (ii) the “memory” state
should also be highly stable; (iii) the engineered elements should
be integrated into the chromosome rather than on plasmids to
minimize the chance of loss; and (iv) the engineered elements
should not impose a large fitness burden on the host (Fig. 1A).
We used the well-characterized cI/cro genetic switch from
bacteriophage lambda (22–24) to construct a memory element for
the circuit (Fig. 1B). Natural selection has already tuned the repressed cI state to be so stable that in an induction-deficient cIindlysogen; the repressor state only fails because of spontaneous
mutation of cI and not to fluctuations in cI protein levels (25). The
presence of a lambda prophage causes little burden on the bacterial host as only 100–200 cI monomers per cell are present in
a lysogen (26, 27). The well-characterized wild-type tetA promoter
(tetP) was placed upstream of cro to generate a trigger element
(Fig. 1C). The Tn10 tetracycline repressor is particularly sensitive
to anhydrotetracycline (ATC), such that a low dose of 100 ng/mL
ATC will cause full derepression of the promoter without inhibiting growth of tetracycline-sensitive E. coli (28).
To identify a well-behaved memory element, we constructed
more than 10 candidate memory elements with the general structure as shown Fig. 1B, based on the elements of cI/cro regulation
(22, 29). We inserted a DNA fragment from phage lambda from
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the memory circuit. (A) An abstraction of the genetic
circuit used in this study combining the elements of a trigger/memory system
and a toggle switch (4–10, 12–14, 17–23) (TF-1 and TF-2 symbolize generic
antagonistic transcription factors). (B) The lambda cI/Cro-based transcriptional memory element used in this work. (C) The tetP-Cro trigger element
used in this study. Construction of both elements is detailed in Methods.
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the left operator (OL), including the rexAB genes, cI, and cro,
upstream of lacZ; these replaced lacI. The constructs should thus
reproduce exactly the elements of cI expression, including the
interaction between the OL-OR operator sites (29) and the natural downstream genes and terminators of the cI transcript,
which may influence mRNA stability (Table 1 and Figs. S1–S4).
E. coli MG1655 was also engineered to contain a trigger element driving Cro expression. tetP was placed upstream of cro, and
a trigger element consisting of CAMR-tetR-tetP-cro was integrated
between the divergent araC and araB promoters (Fig. S5) to
minimize transcriptional effects from outside the element. When
the concentration of cI falls below about 10% of its steady-state
value in a lysogen (30), lambda switches from the lysogenic to
lytic state, which leads to derepression of the PR promoter and
the expression of Cro. When Cro levels reach about 100 molecules per cell, the activity of the PRM promoter decreases (30,
31). In the presence of Cro-mediated PRM repression, about four
cell divisions are required for cI to be sufficiently diluted to allow
switching from the cI state to the cro state (12, 23, 29). Thus, we
expected that if tetP is induced via ATC for four consecutive cell
divisions the memory element will switch from the cI state to the
cro state.
The candidate memory elements were chromosomally inserted
by “recombineering” into strain TB10, which automatically sets
the element into the cI state (32). Upon removal of the prophage
remnant in TB10 by P1vir transduction, several of these candidate memory elements showed frequent spontaneous switching
to the cro state and were not characterized further. Four candidates (memory elements 11–14) (Figs. S1–S4) varying in the cI
gene and the junction between cro and lacZ were characterized
in detail (Fig. S6). Memory element 14, with a cIind- allele and
the lacZ ATG, immediately follows the cro stop codon (TAA
ATG) and was used in subsequent experiments.
The genetic circuit consisting of the cI/cro memory element 14
and the tetP-cro trigger in strain PAS132 was capable of sensing
and recording exposure to antibiotics (Fig. 2A). When these
E. coli were exposed to ATC, they stably switched from the cI
state to the Cro state after less than 4 h in cells grown in M9
glucose medium (Fig. 2B). This switching time is consistent with
the memory element design, in which Cro expression from the
trigger element represses further cI expression, and cI concentrations are diluted over about four cell divisions. After ATC removal, the memory element remained in the Cro state for at least
5 d of subculturing in M9 medium, representing about 150 cell
divisions (Fig. 2C). The tetracycline repressor used here is particularly sensitive to ATC, such that 100 ng/mL ATC will derepress the promoter without inhibiting growth of tetracyclinesensitive E. coli (28) (Fig. 2 B and D). Previous reports noted that
the Cro state of lambda N− O− prophages was unstable and
spontaneously reverted to the cI state (12, 13). Those constructs
did not express lambda N, causing the Cro transcripts to be terminated at tR1. Because PAS132 does not contain the natural
post-cro termination sequences and the Cro transcript continues
directly into lacZ, the half-life of the engineered transcript may
correspond more closely to that of the longer N-antiterminated
Cro transcript, which may be more stable and lead to higher Cro
expression.
The trigger and memory elements were not significantly deleterious to growth of E. coli in diverse conditions, as inferred
from competitive growth experiments in mixed cultures with
the parental strain of E. coli (Fig. 2E) and growth curves (Fig.
S7). Multiple independent mixed cultures with an initial ratio of
about 1:1 E. coli MG1655strR and PAS132 were subcultured with
and without ATC for about 50 cell divisions, and titered on indicator plates to distinguish the two strains. The change in ratios
of parent cells to engineered cells varied from culture to culture
but did not show a consistent overgrowth of parental cells (Fig.
2E). This observation suggests that in some cultures a spontaneous mutation enhancing growth under the conditions tested
was arising in one strain or the other, and outgrowing the culture (33), rather than a fitness effect because of our engineered
Kotula et al.

Table 1. Strains used in this study
Relevant Characteristics
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mphR::Kan -OL-rexBA -cI -OR-cro-tR1::lacZ
mphR::KanR-OL-rexBA-cIind--OR-cro-tR1::lacZ
mphR::KanR-OL-rexBA-cI857-OR-cro::lacZ
mphR::KanR-OL-rexBA-cIind--OR-cro::lacZ
mphR::KanR-OL-rexBA-cIind--OR-cro::lacZ

elements dominating the dynamics of the mixed cultures. These
observations suggest that effects of the engineered elements on
host fitness should not have a significant impact on detection of
state switching.
PAS132 detected ATC in the mammalian gut (Fig. 3A). To
isolate E. coli containing genetic circuits after passage through
the mouse gut, PAS132 contains a mutation in rpsL (Fig. S8)
conferring resistance to >300 μg/mL streptomycin (34). Female
Balb/C mice were given streptomycin (0.5 mg/mL in drinking
water) to allow colonization by PAS132 (34); some mice also
received ATC (0.1 mg/mL) in the water. About 107 bacteria were
administered by oral gavage. Fecal samples were collected and
titered on MacConkey lactose plates with streptomycin to select
for PAS132, and on brain-heart infusion (BHI) plates (anaerobic) to titer culturable microbes. All of PAS132 isolated from
mice that were given ATC stably switched from the cI state to the
Cro state within 1 d of exposure (<1/104 Lac−) (Fig. 3B). The
culturable endogenous gut flora began recolonizing the gut as
soon as the streptomycin treatment ended, and the titer of the
engineered bacteria decreased slowly thereafter (Fig. 3 C and D).
PAS132 in ATC-treated mice remained in the Cro state for
more than a week after termination of ATC treatment. After 24 h
of ATC exposure, at which point 100% of the PAS132 in the
mouse gut had switched to the Cro state (Fig. 3B), ATC was
removed from the drinking water. More than 50% of the surviving PAS132 maintained a stable Cro memory state after more
than a week in the mouse gut without further exposure to ATC
(Fig. 3B).
In separate in vivo experiments, mice given ATC after PAS132
had colonized the mouse gut and streptomycin was removed
(Fig. 3E). Again, PAS132 switched from the cI state to the Cro
state within 24 h and remained in the Cro state for several days
(Fig. 3E). This result indicates that PAS132 cells that have already colonized the gut are able to record subsequent changes to
their environment. Mouse weight was not affected by antibiotic
treatment or administration of PAS132 (Fig. S9), indicating that
these bacteria are not grossly deleterious to their host. After
ATC removal, there was not sufficient ATC in the filtered fecal
samples to activate the memory circuit in cultured PAS132.
Tetracycline (Tc) is undetectable in the serum, kidneys, and liver
of female mice after less than 8 h of administration (35). Thus,
the ATC was likely cleared from the mouse when we evaluated
our engineered bacteria for memory at later times.
The genetic memory circuit functioned essentially identically
in an uncharacterized coliform bacterium from the mouse gut.
From an untreated mouse we isolated a bacterium that fermented
lactose on MacConkey Lactose plates, and confirmed that its 16S
ribosomal RNA matched that of E. coli (Fig. 4A and Fig. S10).
P1vir transduction was used to insert the memory circuit, trigger,
and streptomycin resistance mutation into this isolate from natural
gut flora, termed NGF-1. The engineered NGF-1 strain (PAS133)
behaved similarly to the engineered K12 strain PAS132 in vitro,
registering ATC exposure within 4 h (Fig. 4B).
PAS133 sensed and remembered exposure to ATC in the
mouse gut. Female Balb/C mice were given PAS133 and treated as
described above. Cells were collected and analyzed as above for
lacZ expression on lactose indicator streptomycin plates. PAS133
Kotula et al.
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detected ATC exposure within 1 d, and remembered exposure of
mice to ATC for more than 7 d after ATC withdrawal (Fig. 4C).
Moreover, PAS133 stably colonized the mouse gut longer than
PAS132, the K12-derived strain. Although we administered roughly
equal amounts of PAS132 and PAS133, after 1 d in the mouse we
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Fig. 2. Engineered bacteria sense and remember ATC exposure in vitro. (A)
Schematic of experimental design, as described in Methods. (B) In vitro
triggering of PAS132. (C) In vitro memory of ATC exposure. (D) PAS132 was
grown in liquid culture in the presence of ATC at the indicated concentration
for 4 h, then plated on M9 glucose X-gal plates to determine the minimum
dose of ATC required to switch the cells from the cI state to the Cro state. For
all panels, means ± SD of three or more independent samples are shown. (E)
Competitive growth assay to compare fitness of parental and engineered
E. coli strains (Results, Methods). Mixed cultures of MG1655 rpsL and PAS132
were titered before (gray bars) and after (black bars) subculturing with a
1015-fold net serial dilution.
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Fig. 3. Engineered bacteria record, remember and report ATC exposure from the mammalian gut. (A) Schematic of experimental design, as described in
Methods. (B) Mice were given ATC (0.1 mg/mL) and streptomycin (0.5 mg/mL) in drinking water on day 8. PAS132 cells were administered to the mice via oral
gavage on day 9. Streptomycin and ATC were removed from the cage on days 10 and 11, respectively (means ± SD from four mice). (C) Total PAS132 cells in
the cI and Cro states. Bars represent the average colony counts from four +ATC mice, and four −ATC mice. (D) The CFU of PAS132 and culturable bacteria
(including PAS132) throughout the experiment (means ± SD from eight mice). (E) PAS132 cells were administered on day 9. ATC (0.1 mg/mL) was added to the
drinking water on day 10 after streptomycin was removed. ATC was removed from the drinking water on day 11. All PAS132 cells triggered into the cro state
within 1 d of ATC exposure, and remembered ATC exposure for more than 7 d (means ± SD from four mice).
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recovered 10-fold more PAS133 per milligram of fecal sample
(Fig. 4D). Between 5 and 8 d postinoculation, the PAS133
population stabilized to around 1,000 colony-forming units per
milligram, which was comparable to the coliform titers in most of
the pretreated mice obtained from Charles River Laboratories
over the course of these experiments. In contrast, PAS132, the
K12 based-strain, was almost completely outcompeted by the
natural gut flora after 8 d.
Discussion
Microbe-based recording systems have the potential to be used
as diagnostics in health care, environmental monitoring, and
other applications. In this work, we sought to construct a bacterium that could sense and record exposure to a chemical cue,
ATC, in the mammalian gut. Based on the strengths and limitations of previously constructed genetic memory systems, we
built a system in E. coli strains based on the bistable lambda
cI/Cro switch (4–10, 12–14, 17–23, 31). This circuit was designed
to begin in the cI state and switch to the Cro state upon induction
of a “trigger” element in which a tetracycline-responsive promoter
directs transcription of a cro gene. We demonstrated that the cI
and Cro states were stable both in bacterial cultures and when the
bacteria were passaged through the mouse gut. Switching from the
cI to the Cro state occurred efficiently upon exposure to ATC in
E. coli in laboratory culture or in the mouse gut. In addition, the
entire circuit was transferred from E. coli K12 to an uncharacterized murine E. coli strain; in this context the system behavior
was virtually identical, but the engineered murine strain was more
stably established in the mouse gut compared with the engineered
K12 strain.
DNA rearrangement, such as deletion, is an alternative
method for genetic information storage, with the obvious advantage that the rearranged state is stable. Developmental biologists
previously used trigger elements based on expression of a FLP
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1321321111

recombinase from a promoter of interest, followed by permanent
excision of a DNA to mark the event in daughter cells for fatemapping (18, 19). These studies were carried out in the mouse, in
which the expression of developmental regulatory proteins is
tightly controlled and thus false-positive deletions because of
low-level expression of FLP may have been avoided. Mammalian
genes are generally highly cooperative, in part a result of selfreinforcing states of chromatin that involve large numbers of
adjacent nucleosomes. Eubacteria lack these mechanisms and it
remains to be seen if the “transfer function” relating levels of
FLP protein expression to DNA excision is well-behaved.
In the context of a microbial gene-based sensor, stability of the
starting state is particularly important so that false-positives can
be avoided, and low-level stochastic expression from a trigger
element must not be enough to flip the switch. The natural
lambda-epigenetic switch is extremely stable. Gimble and Sauer
(25) noted that lambda-lysogens with a DNA damage-insensitive
cIind- mutation only spontaneously induce via inactivating a mutation in cI. Thus, “epigenetic failure,” which might be the result
of a rare stochastic failure to express enough cI protein or segregate it evenly to both daughter cells, was not observed. Natural
selection may have acted on this system to be particularly tightly
regulated, with a highly cooperative structure defining the repressed state, involving eight cI proteins bound to operators left
(OL) and right (OR) with DNA looping (29).
The use of the lambda cI/Cro system as a memory element
also had the advantages that it imposed a low burden on the host
and was largely predesigned by nature. In the lysogenic state, the
256-AA lambda cI protein is only present in 100–200 copies per
cell (23), whereas the 66-AA Cro protein is likely present in
<1,000 copies per cell (31); thus, the burden of expressing these
proteins was expected to be minimal. We found no detectable
selective burden on hosts carrying the trigger-memory system in
either epigenetic state (Fig. 2E).
Kotula et al.
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be adequate because the presence of state-switched bacteria will
definitively indicate that a detection event has occurred.
When orally administered to mice and then recovered, E. coli
cells carrying the memory circuit responded to ATC administered
to the mice by switching the memory element into the Cro state.
This result occurred efficiently in several experimental permutations: for example, ATC was administered for varying periods
during or after establishment of the bacteria in the gut. The complete circuit worked in both E. coli K12 and in an uncharacterized
E. coli strain isolated from a mouse during the course of the experiments. The cI state was completely stable, and Cro state was
stable for many days in the context of the mouse gut. It is particularly noteworthy that the memory system behaved as desired in an
uncharacterized murine bacterium, which colonized the mouse
gut more stably than E. coli K12. These results indicate that
artificial genetic circuits can be designed and characterized in
well-understood but attenuated laboratory strains, and then
transferred to a related isolate from the environment of interest.
The ability to engineer bacteria to report on environmental cues
in variable, incompletely understood environments has implications for the development of living diagnostics and therapeutics.
For example, bacteria native to the human gut or skin might be
used to monitor for exposure to chemicals characteristic of specific
disease states. The system described herein is sufficiently modular
that the trigger and memory circuits could be reengineered to
respond to chemical signatures of inflammation, cancer, parasites, or environmental toxins in the gut. In combination with
additional genetic circuits, such as the recent search-and-destroy
circuits (36–38), cells could be designed with the memory element described here to diagnose a specific pathogen, and emit
a therapeutic. Together, these approaches may allow construction
of a new class of engineered probiotic bacteria that serve as benign
and transient diagnostics and therapeutics.
Methods
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Fig. 4. Memory behavior of an endogenous murine E. coli strain engineered
to contain the memory circuit. (A) The 16S ribosomal subunits of PAS132 and
PAS133 were sequenced and compared against known gut microbes (46). (B)
PAS133 was grown in M9 glucose + casamino acids liquid medium +ATC
(100 ng/mL), or −ATC for 0–6 h. PAS133 was unable to grow in M9 glucose
media without casamino acids. Aliquots were titered hourly on MacConkey
Lactose plates to evaluate switching from the cI state to the cro state in
response to ATC (means ± SD of three independent samples). (C) PAS133 was
administered by oral gavage to mice exposed to antibiotics, and gut flora
were characterized following the same protocol as in Fig. 3. On day 11 the ATC
was removed from the cage (means ± SD from four mice). (D) Comparison of
survival of PAS133 and PAS132, engineered E. coli K12 in the mouse gut.
Shown are PAS132, PAS133, and anaerobic gut flora CFU per milligram of fecal
sample on corresponding days (means ± SD from eight mice).

The natural design of the cI/Cro element directly provides
genetic circuit builders with a highly stable cI state. In our most
successful memory elements, we reproduced the cI control elements as precisely as possible, even including the rexA and rexB
genes because, although they have no functional role in the circuit,
their presence may influence the stability of the cI transcript.
In contrast, the precise sequence requirements for a stable Cro
state were not clear when we started. The Cro state in a singlecopy anti-immune lysogen is unstable (12). In the natural Cro
state, the phage is growing lytically and its DNA is replicating.
The element with the most stable Cro state lacks the tR1 terminator at the end of the Cro gene; this Cro mRNA thus appears
be more stable and may correspond to the N-antiterminated
longer transcript. This system has a completely stable cI state and
a Cro state that is stable over many cell divisions (Figs. 2–4). For
environmental detection and recording, this behavior will often
Kotula et al.

Strain Construction. The chromosomally integrated memory and trigger elements were constructed by a combination of commercial synthesis (Genscript)
and PCR amplification of component elements from source DNAs, assembly in
vitro through overlap extension PCR (39), and introduction directly into E. coli
TB10 (40) by recombineering without plasmid intermediates (32). A spontaneous high-level streptomycin-resistance mutation was isolated in MG1655
and confirmed to be rpsL (lys42arg) (41, 42). Memory and trigger elements and
the rpsL mutation were moved between strains by P1vir transduction (43).
Memory element 14 consists of a kanamycin-resistance cassette transcribed away from cI and cro, and phage lambda sequences from 35561 to
38241, including the cIind- mutation (44). This DNA was inserted between
bases 366802 and 365529 in the E. coli K12 MG1655 genome (45). The
resulting construct contains a potential terminator downstream of the mhp
gene upstream of lacI, but lacks sequences from the lacI promoter up to the
start codon for lacZ. These genes are replaced by phage sequences, including
PL, OL, rexB, rexA, cI, OR, and cro through the cro stop codon, such that lacZ is
now transcribed from PR after cro. Memory elements 11–13 were constructed similarly (Figs. S1–S4).
The trigger element consists of a chloramphenicol-resistance cassette, a
tetR-tetP segment from Tn10 that includes the divergent tetracycline promoters, and the cro gene transcribed from the tetA promoter. This segment
was inserted into the MG1655 genome at base 70165, in a CAP binding site
between araB and araC promoters to minimize aberrant read-through from
external promoters (Fig. S5).
Induction of Cro Expression with ATC (Triggering). Overnight M9 glucose
cultures of engineered bacteria in were diluted 100-fold into the same
medium with or without ATC (100 ng/mL) and grown aerobically with shaking
for up to 6 h. For each condition, at least three cultures were tested. At the
indicated times, aliquots were diluted and plated on M9 glucose X-gal plates
to evaluate the fraction of cells that switched from the cI state to the cro state
in response to ATC.
Maintenance of the Cro State in the Absence of Inducer (Memory). PAS132 that
had been induced into the cro state by prolonged exposure to ATC were
pelleted, washed, resuspended in M9 glucose media without ATC, and grown
aerobically with shaking for up to 5 d, with 1,000-fold dilutions performed
every 8 h. At the indicated times, aliquots were plated on M9 glucose X-gal
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plates to evaluate the fraction of cells that remained in the cro state. PAS132
continuously grown in the presence of ATC or never exposed to ATC were
used as controls.
Competitive Growth Assays. To compare the relative growth rates of engineered and nonengineered bacteria, mixed cultures were grown as follows.
Six overnight cultures of MG1655rpsLstrR and six of PAS132rpsLstrR were grown
in M9 glucose or BHI media, from which six mixed cultures were created in
the same media with and without 100 ng/mL ATC. Cultures were titered on
indicator plates immediately after mixing, and after 5 d of daily growth to
saturation followed by 1,000-fold dilution.
Analysis of Engineered Bacteria in Mouse Fecal Samples. Because E. coli administered orally to mice will generally not colonize the gut unless the endogenous bacteria are displaced, we followed the protocol of Foucault et al.
(34), in which mice are given a low dose of streptomycin in drinking water to
reduce the endogenous flora. Before administration of engineered bacteria,
fecal samples were collected from acclimated female BALB/c mice (Charles
River Laboratories) on days 1, 4, and 8, weighed, solubilized in 0.85% NaCl,
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